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Best practices, guidance, and tips for virtualizing Microsoft® business critical applications on the VMware vSphere® platform By virtualizing Microsoft's enterprise applications on vSphere, you can drive down
costs while migrating toward flexible, low-cost private cloud architectures. This unique guidebook bridges the gap between the Microsoft and VMware worlds, bringing together the deep knowledge, cuttingedge best practices, and practical techniques you need to succeed. Leading experts Matt Liebowitz and Alex Fontana present end-to-end coverage of virtualizing Windows Server 2012 AD domain controllers
and failover clusters, Exchange Server 2013, SQL Server 2012, and SharePoint Server 2013. They offer indispensable advice on sizing, architecture, performance, availability, monitoring, and metrics.
Throughout, the authors share valuable tips, tricks, and insights from their own experiences. For each Microsoft application, they provide "proof of concept" sample configurations and clearly explain how new
features impact virtualization. You'll also find authoritative, up-to-date guidance on licensing and other issues related to ensuring full support from both Microsoft and VMware. Coverage includes • Evaluating
the benefits, risks, and challenges of virtualizing Microsoft business critical applications • Identifying strategies for success associated with people, processes, and technology • Reviewing VMware vSphere
features most important to virtualizing business-critical applications • Taking advantage of new virtualization-aware features built in to Windows Server 2012 domain controllers • Designing and configuring
vSphere High Availability (vSphere HA) clusters to run Windows enterprise applications • Reflecting Exchange Server 2013's new architecture to maximize its performance in virtualized environments •
Leveraging new SQL Server 2012 features to simplify the delivery of high availability on virtual servers • Reducing SQL Server 2012 licensing costs through virtualization • Planning, designing, and deploying
virtualized SharePoint Server 2013 environments
This is the fundamental truth about data protection: backup is dead. Or rather, backup and recovery, as a standalone topic, no longer has relevance in IT. As a standalone topic, it’s been killed off by
seemingly exponential growth in storage and data, by the cloud, and by virtualization. So what is data protection? This book takes a holistic, business-based approach to data protection. It explains how data
protection is a mix of proactive and reactive planning, technology and activities that allow for data continuity. It shows how truly effective data protection comes from a holistic approach considering the entire
data lifecycle and all required SLAs. Data protection is neither RAID nor is it continuous availability, replication, snapshots or backups—it is all of them, combined in a considered and measured approach to
suit the criticality of the data and meet all the requirements of the business. The book also discusses how businesses seeking to creatively leverage their IT investments and to drive through cost optimization
are increasingly looking at data protection as a mechanism to achieve those goals. In addition to being a type of insurance policy, data protection is becoming an enabler for new processes around data
movement and data processing. This book arms readers with information critical for making decisions on how data can be protected against loss in the cloud, on-premises, or in a mix of the two. It explains
the changing face of recovery in a highly virtualized data center and techniques for dealing with big data. Moreover, it presents a model for where data recovery processes can be integrated with IT
governance and management in order to achieve the right focus on recoverability across the business.
Liars and OutliersEnabling the Trust that Society Needs to ThriveJohn Wiley & Sons
This book "isn't about the famous tech trailblazers you already know, like Sheryl Sandberg and Marissa Mayer. Instead, veteran journalists Heather Cabot and Samantha Walravens introduce readers to the ...
female entrepreneurs and technologists fighting at the grassroots level for an ownership stake in the revolution that's changing the way we live, work and connect to each other"--Amazon.com.

This book focuses on the applications of different digital platforms in the field of healthcare. It describes different devices used in digital healthcare, their benefits, diagnosis, use in treatment,
and use cases related to mobile healthcare. Further, it covers machine and deep learning, blockchain technology, big data analytics as relevant to digital healthcare, telehealth technology, and
digital applications in the field of push-and-pull pharma marketing. Overall, it enables readers to understand the basics of decision-making processes using digital techniques for the healthcare
field. Features: Discusses various aspects of digitization of healthcare systems Examines deployment of machine learning including IoT and medical analytics Provides studies on the design,
implementation, development, and management of intelligent healthcare systems Includes sensor-based digitization of healthcare data Reviews real-time advancement and challenges of
digital communication in the field of healthcare This book is aimed at researchers and graduate students in healthcare, internet of things, machine learning, computer science, robotics,
wearables, electrical engineering, and biomedical engineering.
Teach Yourself makes learning Bengali easy The languages spoken by the people in the India and Pakistan region are plentiful and diverse, just like their speakers. Here Teach Yourself gives
you the opportunity to learn one of these major southeastern Asian languages. Teach Yourself Bengali Complete Course allows you to study in the comfort of your own home, at your own
pace. It introduces you to practical themes, such as making travel arrangements, meeting someone new, shopping, and other every day activities.
Are you looking for a complete course in Russian which takes you effortlessly from beginner to confident speaker? Whether you are starting from scratch, or are just out of practice, Complete
Russian will guarantee success! Now fully updated to make your language learning experience fun and interactive. You can still rely on the benefits of a top language teacher and our years of
teaching experience, but now with added learning features within the course and online.
Written by senior examiners, Symond Burrows, Michaela Byrne and Sue Young, this AQA A2 Physical Education Student Unit Guide is the essential study companion for Unit 3: Optimising
Performance and Evaluating Contemporary Issues within Sport. This full-colour book includes all you need to know to prepare for your unit exam: clear guidance on the content of the unit, with
topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a quick-reference index examiner's advice throughout, so you will know what to expect in the exam and will be able to demonstrate the skills
required exam-style questions, with graded student responses, so you can see clearly what is required to get a better grade
We worry putting our family first means we'll be forced to abandon our careers. We're afraid if we pause our careers, we'll be forever off-track. This thinking is outdated—forget what you've heard about how
pauses are career limiting, about how those who pause lack ambition, or that if you do pause you won't be able to re-enter the paid workforce. That's a flawed reality, one that doesn't reflect the truth of the
careers of some of the most successful women in this country. Author Lisen Stromberg knows this success firsthand. After the birth of her second child, she did something she never imagined she would do:
she opted out to focus on her family. But her career didn't end there. Lisen paused then pivoted to become first a social entrepreneur and then an award-winning journalist writing about women, work, and life
in Silicon Valley. Along the way, she learned she wasn't alone. Lisen met many highly successful women who told her they never "opted out" but who had, in fact, temporarily downshifted or paused their
careers. Their hidden journeys revealed alternative nonlinear paths to the top that enabled them to achieve their personal and professional goals. In Work PAUSE Thrive, Lisen shares their stories. Deeply
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rooted in social science research, cutting-edge data collected from nearly 1,500 women, and through 186 first-person interviews, this book reveals how trailblazing women have disrupted the traditional career
paradigm. What worked for them can work for you. In this book, you'll learn: Who pauses, how they do it, and why How pausing can enrich both your career and your life How to innovate your own nonlinear
career path What we can—and need—to do as a society to make it possible for more people to achieve their personal and professional goals Work PAUSE Thrive also reveals new and exciting trends in the
workplace and offers targeted solutions for companies to help ensure they have cultures that will enable you to lead the life you want, a life in which you can build both a career and a family, and ultimately
your own version of a life well lived.
In just 75 minutes you can learn enough Spanish to get by on your vacation! Elisabeth Smith has used her wide teaching experience to write a fun audio course that teaches you enough Spanish to
communicate all your basic needs. The course comes on one 75-minute CD and teaches only the essential words and phrases, which are extended by the use of body language. An accompanying 16-page
booklet lists the words and phrases taught on the recording. The action takes place during a flight from London to Spain. Following a challenge from the passenger in the next seat to her, Elisabeth Smith
agrees to teach him enough Spanish to be able to get around on his vacation. The dialogue is broken up by in-flight announcements, meals and drinks being served and even some turbulence, making for an
engaging and fun learning experience.
Build your language confidence in Bulgarian with Teach Yourself With this bestselling program, you can learn Bulgarian from the comfort of your own home, at your own pace. This revised and updated
course introduces you to practical themes, such as making travel arrangements, meeting someone new, shopping, and other every day activities.
Covering the latest VMware vSphere software, an essential book aimed at solving vSphere performance problems before they happen VMware vSphere is the industry's most widely deployed virtualization
solution. However, if you improperly deploy vSphere, performance problems occur. Aimed at VMware administrators and engineers and written by a team of VMware experts, this resource provides guidance
on common CPU, memory, storage, and network-related problems. Plus, step-by-step instructions walk you through techniques for solving problems and shed light on possible causes behind the problems.
Divulges troubleshooting methodologies, performance monitoring tools, and techniques and tools for isolating performance problems Details the necessary steps for handling CPU, memory, storage, and
network-related problems Offers understanding on the interactions between VMware vSphere and CPU, memory, storage, and network VMware vSphere Performance is the resource you need to diagnose
and handle VMware vSphere performance problems, and avoid them in the future.
The first guide to building and using one of the most powerful tools ever invented for building corporate intellectual capital Using many real-world examples and case studies, Rick Tanler describes methods
developed by database managers and Webmasters at leading corporations for combining the power of data warehouses with the advanced distributed computing capabilities of corporate intranets. He
provides guidelines for designing data warehouses that work well with Web browsers on an intranet and for linking existing data warehouses to corporate intranets. And he explores the competitive strategies
developed by corporate managers for cashing in on the vast potential of their intranet data warehouses. Tanler begins with an exploration of the interrelationships among data warehousing, online analytic
processing, and intranet technologies. He then explores the key issues surrounding the planning and implementation of an intranet data warehouse and provides technical guidelines for developers. Key
topics include: * Optimal data warehouse architectures for intranet access * Development tools, including CGI, JDBC, CORBA, and ActiveX object messaging * Database query techniques for online access to
data warehouses * Development of OLAP-based decision support applications * GUI design with Web browser tools * Scalability and performance optimization * Security techniques and push technologies
The first technical guide to one of today's most exciting new developments in corporate computing, The Intranet Data Warehouse is a must read for IT managers and administrators, database managers, and
corporate Webmasters. Visit our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks/
Complete Polish is a comprehensive book and audio language course that takes you from beginner to intermediate level. The new edition of this successful course has been fully revised and is packed with
new learning features to give you the language, practice and skills to communicate with confidence. - Maps from A1 to B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages - 18
learning units plus grammar appendix and word glossary - Discovery Method - figure out rules and patterns to make the language stick - Teaches the key skills - reading, writing, listening and speaking Learn to learn - tips and skills on how to be a better language learner - Culture notes - learn about the people and places of Poland - Outcomes-based learning - focus your studies with clear aims - Authentic
listening activities - everyday conversations give you a flavour of real spoken Polish - Test Yourself - see and track your own progress In this pack you'll get a 320-page book and and MP3 CD-ROM of audio
learning material (160 minutes). You can download the MP3 files on the disc fro your computer to your MP3 player or play the disc in an MP3-compatible CD player. Also available: Get Started in Beginner's
Polish (ISBN 9781444174830). Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.
Cuddling in Kiev? Teach yourself Ukrainian! With Teach Yourself it's possible for virtually anyone to learn and experience the languages of the world, from Afrikaans to Zulu; Ancient Greek to Modern Persian;
Beginner's Latin to Biblical Hebrew. Follow any of the Teach Yourself Language Courses Audiopackages at your own pace or use them as a supplement to formal courses. These complete courses are
professionally designed for self-guided study, making them one of the most enjoyable and easy to use language courses you can find. Audiopackages include an instructional paperback book and two
companion 60-minute audio CDs. Prepared by experts in the language, each course begins with the basics and gradually promotes the student to a level of smooth and confident communication, including:
Step-by-step guide to pronunciation and grammar Regular and irregular verb tables Plenty of practice exercises and answers Practical vocabulary and a bilingual glossary Clear, uncluttered, and user-friendly
layout An exploration of the culture And much more
When travelling, do you want to journey off the English-speaking path, meet people and speak Korean easily? If so then you need to Get Talking. Through 10 common scenarios plus culture and travel
advice, you'll learn the skills for understanding and the confidence to speak Korean in just 10 days. Practise the most frequent words and expressions for: -greeting people -eating out -taking a taxi -asking for
directions -going to see a movie -shopping for food -going to a department store -going to a bar -feeling ill -taking a trip including booking into a hotel. You'll progress in your understanding of naturally-paced
conversations, be able to personalize the language through interactive role-plays and perfect your pronunciation to sound more natural. Get Talking Korean in Ten Days maps to A1 of the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages. Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.

Complete Polish is a comprehensive book and audio language course that takes you from beginner to intermediate level. The new edition of this successful course has been fully
revised and is packed with new learning features to give you the language, practice and skills to communicate with confidence. Includes -20 learning units plus grammar
appendix and word glossary -Discovery Method: figure out rules and patterns to make the language stick -Teaches the key skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking -Learn
to learn: tips and skills on how to be a better language learner -Culture notes: learn about the people and places of Poland -Outcomes-based learning: focus your studies with
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clear aims -Authentic listening activities: everyday conversations give you a flavour of real spoken Polish -Test Yourself: see and track your own progress.
In today's hyper-connected society, understanding the mechanisms of trust is crucial. Issues of trust are critical to solving problems as diverse as corporate responsibility, global
warming, and the political system. In this insightful and entertaining book, Schneier weaves together ideas from across the social and biological sciences to explain how society
induces trust. He shows the unique role of trust in facilitating and stabilizing human society. He discusses why and how trust has evolved, why it works the way it does, and the
ways the information society is changing everything.
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